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About This Game

My Super Defender is a fun arcade game in a fantasy New Year's setting for Santa Claus, who will have to save the new year in
a small kingdom!

You have to prevent opponents from breaking through the red line and not die on their own. Some opponents attack a player in
melee or ranged combat, useful bonuses such as "acceleration", "increase in damage", "treatment" and "restoration of defense"

drop out of the killed opponents.

You can play together using the one keyboard: WASD & Arrows.

Features:

 You have to overcome the path to the New Year tree and protect it from the raids of evil opponents

 Fascinating dynamic gameplay

 Two different game modes

 A nice and simple New Year story.

 Various boosters and upgrades dropped from opponents

 Ability to play with a friend on the same screen
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 Achievements and records

 Nice and simple, bright Low Poly graphics
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Title: My Super Defender - Battle Santa Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Mortis Games
Publisher:
Rock Path Collective
Franchise:
My Super Tower
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11.0 compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Uh, it has it's different endings and I find it weird and full of mystry, but it's a game that you pour your heart and soul into
trying to unlock the true meaning. There is probably multiple endings and im surprised. Are you trying to make us think through
the door?. the lag i have what i consider to be a good laptop, an MSI GE60 2PE Apache Pro but it lags so much its not even
possile to play. not happy at all. Dead game please remove.. Very nice blend of generative music and puzzles. Nice to see a
music game that isn't a note reading exercise. I wish the levels were bigger though, that they transformed into more layers or
similar. Right now, at least for easy levels, you get an abrubt break in the nice music the game and the puzzle solution is
creating.. The original game that started it all. While it doesn't have as many features as the sequels, it's still very nice to pick up
once in a while.

Soundtrack is very good for an early 2000's game. When I played Classic, much of the music is VERY recognizable from 2
(first few parts) and Twist (Blitz: 1 MINUTE REMAINING). Come Action mode, you won't be prepared.. I was kind of
dubious about this one. Real-time card-based tactical battles sound like they could be fun, or a disaster. In reality, it's kind of in
between. You only have a window of a couple seconds to play stuff, and if you're trying to do multiple things, it's easy to click
in the wrong spot and screw up your whole plan. It also sounded like it was based on the old Bureau of Steam Engineering
browser game, which I played only a minute of and found incomprehensible. Luckily, there's no connection except theme.
The game also has the problem that you're drawing at random from a 20-card deck, so even with a lot of redundancy, you can
get starting hands and continued draws that are exactly not what you need. If one side gets a good draw and is running right out
of the gate, while the other has to wait around for a few turns to get anywhere, the game could be effectively over already.
That's because board presence is vital, and there aren't that many ways to catch up once you're behind.
The other thing about the game is that it lives or dies based on card variety and interactions (like most card games). The cards
are divided into factions, and you can only have 2 different factions in your deck at a time. Some of these factions feel more
fleshed out than others. You unlock cards by completing missions in the single-player campaign, but even 100%ing the 2nd
playthrough doesn't get everything. One faction's cards wait on the first expansion campaign, which is good, but has to be
purchased. Once you've done the campaign, there's not much else to do but try multiplayer. Each match you win here gets you a
card unlock from a new, distinct faction. The trouble is, there hardly ever seems to be anyone on. So, it's a catch-22. You want
to get more cards, but can't get them until you win, but have only MP battles to use them on once you do, but can't even get
those battles in the first place.
Still, I enjoyed it quite a bit. These potential difficulties mostly fade away when you get into the game. The interface, the look
and sounds of the units all feel right. Evan LE NY returns to do the soundtrack, which once again fits the style well.. It is bad.
Plain and simple.

Jump scares galore.

The sound is bugged. Changing the volume at the main menu does nothing so I constantly have to have my
ears♥♥♥♥♥♥♥whenever I sit at the menu or experience a jump scare in game.

The lights flicker way too frequently, it is disorienting. If they had made the light flickering cycles much longer and less
frequent, then it would actually create tension and dread. As it stands though, it is just annoying and makes me have to blink a
few times frequently.. Although my preference is for Ancients and Napoleonics, this is a very impressive port of the board
game.

Nice graphics and a decent UI.

Would prefer the virtual dice not to bounce all over the shop but to be more contained so as to be easier to read.

The AI is pretty good but, ocaisionally, moves units to less than optimal positions.

Not sure if it is a bug but the 'Box Barrage' combat card can always be played even when it is not applicable to the Command
card being played and, in those circumstances, that combat card is wasted.

Overall, very pleased and a good omen for the GMT games due out later this year.. too easy
the bots are stupid
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our hero too strong
got all achievement easily
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I tried every button I could think of and could not for the life of me get my weapons to shoot. Laying landmines worked though.
-DoItAll on Youtube
Recorded 8/11/2017. Worse. Does not connect to servers. Laggy game to start with.
Didn't even get to see the field.. Ride that space sim craze wave on in there, boy!. ing worthless dont play

you play as a cube that moves around a world. that is it. it is more boring than it sounds. i think this is supposed to be art but lol.
just because you make a weird game with no point to it doesn't mean it's artsy. This game is an absolutely fun side scroller. To
those that have played any of Astroport's mech side scrollers then this will be a much welcomed upgrade on their previous titles.

Word of advice for all those coming in fresh, if you truly want to experience the storyline/evolution of the game go in this order:
Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser, Armed Seven, Wolflame, Gigantic Army, Satazius then this. I know some people say games like
this have weak stories but if you play all the games together you get to see the rich timeline and growth of the universe these
games take place in. This game essentially bridges them all together in a nice little package.

Some features new to this game include:
-Multi-part levels and checkpoint systems
-Unlimited continues
-Saving functions
-Better mouse targeting system
-Multiple weapons and upgradable strength

Altogether Steel Strider is an amazing game. Upgrading the various sprites from previous games and making the gameplay more
exciting. The battles are more interesting and fast paced as well as featuring enemies from the previous games.. Excellent
Soundtrack. It is a great game--beautifully written and made. I loved it in every shape and form. The game is very promising,
and if you're one for multiple-endings, this is the type of game for you.

Parkasaurus SwordBounce SwordBounce Version 1.1 Patch Notes:
Controls
•The controls have been reworked. You now swing the sword in any 4 directions using the 4 corresponding keys.
•As a result, the charge upgrade has also been changed and now requires you to hold a separate button, then press any of the
sword swing keys. (Previously, you had to hold then release the charge button while holding a sword swing direction)
•Controller support has been added!
•You can use a Keyboard and a Controller interchangeably with no hassle.
•The menus and other HUD elements will automatically change based on whether you’re using a controller.
•The default controller layout uses the D-Pad to move and jump and the face buttons to swing the sword. This can be changed to
3 other layouts in the “Controls” menu.
•Added descriptive text which better explains how to rebind the keyboard controls in the “Controls” menu.
•Added an option in the “Options” menu for controller stick deadzones. You can set the deadzone to anything between 0.1 and
1.

Gameplay
•Landing Lag (the amount of time it takes you to recover from a fall) has been reduced from a minimum of 7 frames to a
minimum of 2 frames.
•Increased movement speed while landing from 0.5 to 0.75.
•Increased movement speed while charging from 0.5 to 0.75.
•Increased the number of frames you can buffer a jump before landing from 4 to 6.

Rooms
•Area 0-15: Added an indication of what to do.
•Area 1-20: Added a missing wall.
•Area 1-29: Increased time allowed to complete the room.
•Area 2-23: Adjusted Turret timings to be much more satisfying.
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•Secret 3-2: Added an indication of where to exit.

Audio
•Audio will now stop when the window is out of focus.
•Fixed an issue where background music would play at full volume before adjusting to the correct volume whenever it changed
tracks.
•When navigating the map, continuing to hold a move button after you’ve reached the first or last available room will no longer
play a sound.

Miscellaneous
•Fixed an issue with copying saves.
•Fixed a potential infinite loop freeze involving the Secrets map.
•Updated splash screen logo.
. Resolution Hotfix Released (v1.02):
This hotfix addresses the issue where having a screen resolution other than 1920x1080 would offset the game view to varying
degrees.

Thanks to those of you who pointed out this issue, and please continue to do so either here on the fourms or through twitter 
@GogglesKitty

Thank you, and keep on delving!
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